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RJ is a youngster who always says what he thinks no matter how it sounds or makes others
feel.RJ doesn't realize his words are wrong. He thinks he's just speaking the truth and offering
feedback. Throughout the story, RJ is taught how to analyze social situations before he speaks
and to choose appropriate words to say, or none at all. With help from his parents, he discovers
he doesn't have to verbalize every thought that pops into his head. In fact, sometimes the less
said the better!This storybook is the seventh in Julia Cook's BEST ME I Can Be! series which
teaches children social skills that can make home life happier and school more successful. Tips
for parents and educators on how to effectively choose appropriate words to say, analyze social
situations, think before you speak, and control impulses are included at the end of the picture
book.The series also includes:The WORST Day of My Life EVER!I Just Don't Like the Sound of
NO!TEAMWORK Isn't My Thing, and I Don't Like to SHARE!SORRY, I Forgot to Ask!THANKS
for the FEEDBACK... (I THINK?)I Just Want to Do It MY WAY!

...RJ is the rebel hero who often speaks before he thinks, needing to apologize for offending
others or hurting feelings with unfiltered comments. Finally, after RJ has made a number of
hurtful comments to others, his parents have a talk with him about using his social filter...They
encourage him to really think about his words and how they may impact others...RJ is given an
example of a situation where he manages to use his social filter to make a slightly altered
comment to a classmate that is upbeat and positive, instead of hurtful or negative. At the end of
several more exciting positive comments that are turned around by use of the social filter, RJ is
amazed at his success: "I can't believe I just said that, but it worked!" Additional tips are included
for parents and educators to help reinforce the excellent suggestions of "I Can't Believe You Said
That!" Perky, upbeat color cartoon illustrations show RJ learning from a variety of social
commenting situations, keeping a fun, positive perspective. --Children's Book Watch, Midwest
Book ReviewRJ is such a relatable character. Nearly everyone has experienced a momentary
lapse of their social filter! This book describes the connection between thoughts and appropriate
social responses, using contexts that children have likely encountered themselves. A perfect
resource to introduce children to the importance of social mindfulness. --Jill D. Kuzma, M.A.,
CCC-SLPAbout the AuthorJulia Cook is a former school counselor and teacher who has evolved
into a national award-winning children's author, international parenting expert, and inspirational
speaker. She travels the country and abroad discussing her stories, encouraging children to
laugh while learning to solve their own problems. Cook's research-based books have been
referenced in such publications as Parent's Magazine, The New Yorker, The Chicago Tribune,
Care.com, Military Spouse, Yahoo.com, Dr.laura.com, and babyzone.com.With approximately
two million books in print, she has received the Association for Educational Publishers



Distinguished Achievement Award, and her books have been honored by The National
Parenting Center, Teacher's Choice Awards, and Mom's Choice Awards. Julia is a proud mother
and grandmother.
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But It's Not My Fault! (Responsible Me!) I Just Don't Like the Sound of No! My Story About
Accepting No for an Answer and Disagreeing the Right Way! (Best Me I Can Be) That Rule
Doesn't Apply to Me! (Responsible Me!) I Just Want to Do It My Way! My Story about Staying on
Task and Asking for Help Baditude! What to Do When Life Stinks! (Responsible Me!)



V. Dean, “Great Book for Teaching the Concept of Using Your "Social Filter". I am a school-based
speech therapist (working with K-5) and I purchased this book to use with the students in my
social skills group.Author Julia Cook is a teacher / school counselor turned author who now
writes children's books to target behavior and social skills. "I Can't Believe You Said That" is a
book targeting the idea of using one's "social filter". For those unfamiliar with the concept of a
"social filter", this term refers to the idea that you should "think before you speak", rather than
just blurting out whatever comes to mind.The main character is RJ (who also stars in other
books by this author), and he has some real difficulty filtering out inappropriate messages. He
calls his grandma out about having spots on her skin, points out a stranger's body odor at the
store, voices a parent volunteer's weight gain, and lets his sister know what he thinks about her
cooking. RJ doesn't understand why he gets in trouble when he says these things, since from his
point of view he is just telling the truth. His parents sit him down and explain to him why some of
his opinions and thoughts need to stay in his thinking bubble. They teach him that he needs to
use his social filter to let only kind words through. RJ starts practicing using his social filter and is
rewarded for doing so.The book beautifully illustrates how one needs to use their social filter to
avoid hurting feelings. The story provides a great starting point to launch a discussion about this
skill, and the bright and colorful pictures are engaging for students. This is a complex skill for a
lot of kids, so I love having this story to go along with my lesson.Another great children's book for
teaching the idea of a social filter is 
  
Being Frank

  
  
     by Donna W. Earnhardt.”

Chelle Tedrow, “YES! Get this book if you teach or have kids. It is just really good. Teachers,
parents, friends all talk to RJ about what he says. Good and thought provoking; discussion
started too. There is an activity book. Get that too. Elementary school counseling but could be
adapted for middle school discussions about impulsivity and thinking ahead…”



Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent Book. Exceptional book. The students loved it. Students use
the teachings to have other students and themselves reflect on if they are using their thinking
brain or talking brain. This is truly a MUST have!”

Drae0879, “Well written! Great for those kids with “no filter”. I read this to my severe ADHD son.
This book covers exactly what is going on in his life now. As he’s only 6, I had to explain a little bit
more to him. Otherwise this book is GREAT for those kids with no filter!! It goes over the inside
voice, the thought filter and the outside voice!! What is rude that will hurt feelings versus still
saying things but in a way that was filtered so you do not hurt feelings!! Great purchase! The art
is great. Well written!!”

Heidi, “Good message, good examples.. The size of the letters are a little small sometimes, the
content is really good, not many books talk about social filter, I liked the examples.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. To be honest, I love every book written by Julia Cook. When
I read these books to my kids, I feel I am learning how to communicate with my kids.”

Ikertz, “Great read. Great book.  My child is applying it after reading and loved the book!”

Melisandre L., “Fantastic book for teaching kids about social filters. My daughter has autism and
this book has been an invaluable resource in teaching her to keep certain things inside her head
(thinking bubble) and to use her "social filter" before she says anything. In fact, I would
recommend this book for all children, not just those on the spectrum.”

Lily, “Love this book. Love this book! It's so hard to explain to kids what is and isn't appropriate to
say to people. This book does a great job with that. As with all the "RJ" books, it does it in a
humerus and entertaining manner. My kids love these books and it always starts good
conversations.”

Monica, “Great book for kids on the spectrum. Great book for kids on the spectrum. Its very clear
in what it is trying to teach. I found the some of the others in the series are not a good fit for kids
with autism. This one was lovely. Gets the message across without a ton of language and
metaphors that these kids will have difficulty understanding.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love!. My daughter and I loved this book! My daughter took the lesson
and ran away with it! She even insisted we read the book backwards and fix the main character's
mistakes .”

Colin's mom, “Five Stars. Social filters are something a lot of grown-ups need to work on too.”



The book by Julia Cook has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 468 people have provided feedback.
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